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Provisional President Says Villa and Zapata Must be Deposed as Well as Re
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baittlefront German wounded moved perate stand In a, carefully prepared
back in the directum of Brueges. The'poeition between' 'Turka and S t
A
that the allies apparently have'sambor. The Russians employed the
been gaining consistently so near the 'pause In the fighting after the Aus- coast line Indicates to British ob- trian retirement from this region' to
built
They
servers how valuable halve been . the entrench themsef es.
services of the warships, which hold strong field fortifications, which vers
their positions in spite of the pres- made more difficult of access by the
broken nature; of the country. Conseence of German submarines.
TO
AT A
The water In other way has h en quently it was a 'hard task to eject
a great advantage to the allies, for them. The Austrians claim a comleto
the Germans have, admitted that they victory and report that the enemy was
have been hampered by the' Inunda- driven from all l;;s positions.
The Austrians also report further
tion of their trenches through the
.
successes
in
and
dikes
the
of
the
They have
opening
cutting
retained their hold on Czernowicza
of sluices in the lower country.
Assuming that Turkey's casting In against a Russian attack, and they
of her- - lot with Germany is an accom- have defeated a Russian force to the
"
plished fact the British press, admits north of Kuthy.
that the cruisers Goeben and Breslau
DAYS
GUTIERREZ SELECTED TO HOLD JOB FOR
are a serious menace, as Russia has
The French Statement
nothing to compare with them in
Paris, Nov. 2- .- The French official
THE KAISER SAYS VICTORY IS CERTAIN TO COilE speed and equipment.
As to the Turkish army, however, announcement, given, out in Paris this He is Said to be Faithful to Villa, Though He Owes Political
formidable as it is in size, the opinion atfernoon, says ih;lt,. yesterday the
Under the Constitutionalist Government to the "First
is expressed here that it will not he German attack on ihe French left
Chief'-'-Bitches
With
Arises Over the Evacuation of Vera
Varying an efficient fighting machine under ving, particularly
In the Eastern Arena of the War Battles are Fought
Dixmude
the modern conditions which require and the Lys, coniinued with great
Cruz, but the American Troops Will Remain Until
Results, Each Opponent Claiming Advantage Over the Other
the laitest types of arms.
of the counter-attackviolence.
In
spite
Which
Guarantees are Given
Allies are Reported as Moving Upon Ostend,
of the enemy- In this region, the
Concerning the campaign in Egypt
the Invaders may be Forced to Defend.
England feels that in Lord Kitchener French made slight progress., ,
she lias just the man to meet the sitThe text of the communication:
"The high office of this government
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 2. The con-for no European perhaps has
"On our left witijf the German of. ference of revolutionary "; chiefs
uation,
believes that this convention had no
at
In
few
last
led
which
the
have
The renewed assaults of the Germans,
a bel ter knowledge than he.
tensive continued j ehlerciay, with the Aguas Callerites has disregarded Gen- - right to name a successor to Carran- days to the most violent fighting of the war, still are progressing with
it is argued in London, will same violence tri Bel slum and the eral Carranza's protest and elected zu, if General Villa, and General
Turkey,
hi-fury almost unparalleled, but there have been no changes of Importance endeavor to aocomplish the invasion north of France i
l
tile
provisional presidentlppta refuse to leave the country
line of battle. Official reports today from of
at any point along the
,
the .hlpfikadippfthe. Sue? And. the
,
Berlin' an?? ."Paris" agreed that ihe deadlcik tili prevailed.' Here and there canal and the stirring up of a holy of attacks and counter-attackon the
ly. way to guarantee peace is for tlieso
pert reaching the border today.
minor advantages have been won, but in the main the positions are being war among the 70,000,000 Mohamme rorl of the Germans, we made slight
three chieftains to leave the field.
Threatened
Civil
War
held on both sides with dogged tenacity, notwithstanding the enormous dans in India, as well as among these
on almost the entire front
General Gutierrez is a brave and hon
Washington, I. C, Nov. 2. Latest
sacrifices of life.
religions in Egypt. It is this last excepting at the village of Meeslnes, Lci'iicial dispatches today from Mexico orable soldier, but the convention
The confidence of Germany as to the ultimate result is reflected in the contingency which Great Britain re- a part of which again was lost by the
was threatening civil D.nst live up to General Carranza's de
said
words of Emperor William:
allied troops.
gards with the most concern.
war unless the convention complied mands."
The week is likely to see the
'The enemy undertook an Important with his demand to retire Villa and
"Under all circumstances the enemy will be beaten," he said in adthe sentiment in Italy and movement the suburbs of Arras. This
dressing one of his regiments.
Zapata with his resignation. The NELLIE H'CAIiTV IS
a
, Berlin states officially that the situation Is regarded as the most favor- the Balkan states In one way or an- resulted in1 failure, as did other move Mexico City papers, by order of
able for some time, although It gives now rvew details of the fighting. The other as regards Turkey's entrance ments against Lihons and LeQuesnoyare publishing the correspoud-crcFrench statment Is unusually hopeful in tone. The allies are said to have into the conflict.
DEAD BY OWN HAND
with Washington over tho conGerman papers announce, officially
On the center. In the region of the
fields
made slight progress at various points, Including the
ditions of evacuation of Vera Cruz.
e
on the center and right of the( that all the coast of Asiatic Turkey Aisne, we made slight progress In
of Flanders. In the vicinity of
The United States has addressed
has been blockaded by mines, thus the direction of Tracey-leVa- l
to the
CARBOLIC
allied lines assaults of the Germans are said to have been repulsed.
a cote through the Brazilian minister YOUNG WOMAN TAKES
ACID IN A FIT OF DESThe German and Austrian forces In the east, compelled to retire be- spreading to the east the danger north of the forest Aigue, as well as u Mexico City to General Carranza
PONDENCY
fore the Russian advance, have taken tip new positions and a renewal of which is confronting shipping in the at certain points on the right bank re iterating its willingness to wim-d;awest.
and
forest
between
the
Aisne
of
the
on
are
successes
Russian
flank
left
the
Austrian
Vera
Cru2,
in
Impends.
American forces
general fighting
Late this afternoon Nellie MeCarty
Soissons.
claimed In Berlin.
but insisting on a compliance with
an
o lilt) Main avenue, committed suicide
direct
is
attack
Isolated
Ghent
At
In
war.
state
de
the general
the original demands of the
Apparently Turkey is now definitely involved
ed against those of our troops who
liy taking carbolic acid. Miss McCar
for certain guarantees.
What the allies describe as the "last chance" for Turkey to keep out of
partment
Washington, Nov. 2. Ghent is iso are in
of
was ihe housekeeper
for Mrs.
the
of
heights
ty
possession
A copy of the note was sent simulthe struggle by disavowing responsibility for the acts of her Blapk sea lated from communication, according
re
also
Mrs. Stewart had gone
the
Stewart.
of
Aisne,
Pierce
the.
bank
right
handed
consular
British
American
to the
to a dispatch reecived by the Amerl
fleet has not been accepted, and the
government today
same outcome taneously
out for a few minutes and upon her
his passports to the Turkish ambassador, following similar action by Rus- can government sent by messenger sulted in failure. The
at
Aguas
Calientes,, to be laid
agent
delivattacks
several
return she found the girl on the floor
attended
night
to
act as aggressor,
sia. .Meantime the Turkish fleet continues
to Sluis,'"Holland, by American Con
formally before the convention. The
ered on the heights of the Highway document ttts forth that, the United in a dying condition with a bottle of
v..- -- The Goeben
and Breslau, German cruisers acquired by Turkey, and sul General Henry Albert Johnson.
In the region of Rheims,
acid near her. Dr. F. H.
four Turkish torpedo boats are reported to have renewed their bombardStiites has been ready and willing for caibolic
The dispalch added that the Amer
and
the
Meuse,
and
Dr.
between
E. B. Shaw and Dr. C. C.
Crail,
Argonne
of
Turkish
but
The
In
Crimea.
ment of Russian towns
the
some time to evacuate Vera Cruz,
presence
gunboats ican consul general had ordered the
there
of
the
Meuse,
were
Gordon
on'
the
heights
Immediately called in but
Is reported at the entrance of the Gulf of Suez and Turkish troops at an odisulate at Ostend closed and had
has waited for the specific guarantees.
a recrudescence
to ave her life.
noticed
do
tvbs
could
yesterday
nothing
Arab village on the gulf.
The note states that a proclamation
gone to Ghent, where he was safe, but
on the part of the enemy's
cf
It
the
that
is
girl took her
thought
activity
desired
is
by
giving the guarantees
Bulgaria, faced with the bitter alternative of opposing her former pro- without communication.
of
The
bombardment
She had
a
of
in
fit
I.fe
artillery.
despondency.
Officials here infer that the fighting heavy
the United States from the central
tector, Russia, or fighting with her enemies, Greece and Servia, if she
did not show
to
that
she
Mrs.
stated
Stewart
the
however,
often,
seventh,
to
government in Mexico, and refers
joins In the war, has decided, according to a message from Sofia, to remain was so fierce in the coast towns that any appreciable result.
was going to commit suicide but the
at
Greece
of
and
received
convention
the
the
to
No
attitude
Aguas
that
the
word has been
all Americans have withdrawn
neutral.
regarding
an offensive the fact
"On our right-winnot take much credence in
interior.
Calientes recently instructed Carranza latter did
Roumania, whose participation in the war is regarded as unlikely.
reconnaissance
movement of
by the
her
words.
The
to comply with that reques.
The Russian ambassador
replied
Heavy fighting hap been resumed along the Austrian southern border.
was repulsed.
Mrs.
to leave Con enemy on Nomeny
American government points out that Nellie MoCarty had lived with
to
According to official advices from Vienna the Austrians crossed the Save tfcat he had Instructions
the
In
addition
"In
and
the
had
Vosges,
for
Stewart
grown
reyears
eight
and Drina rivers, drov bajck the enemy and occupied several towns. JJns stantinople, but that if all the German fact that we have recaptured the inasmuch as Carranza officially
to be regarded as one of the family.
the
feired the matter to the convention
is disputed by Servians, who state that the Austrian attacks were repulsed officers were dismissed from
dominate Mount Sainte
which
She formerly was housekeeper
for
hishts
with heavy losses. All accounts agree that the loss of life In the fighting Turkish navy and he received further Marie, we have made progress in the his compliance is still being awaited. Father MV A. D. Rivera. The
body
to
stated
General Carranza. has
of the last fortnight has been tremendous. The long dispute over the In- instruction from Petrograd he would region-oBan de'Sapt. where we oc
was taken to the Page Undertaking
f
American Consul Silliman that he is
demnity which the city of Brussels Is to pay the Germans has been set- return.
the
which
from
where it is being prepared for
the
positions
cupied
parlors,
wlKIng to give oral assurances, but he
tled, Berlin reported. The amount is said to have been fixed at $9,000,000.
of the enemy has been bomMiss MoCarty was about 40
burial.
artillery
an
embarrasthat
believes
(Carranza)
In New York active preparations were under way to givte relief to Bel
Die."
St.
of
town
,
old.
the
, t;
years
barding
The German Statement
sing precedent would be established
gium's starving people. It was expected that the first relief ship provided
a
proclamation.
by the issuance of
for by the Rockefeller foundation would sail tomorrow.
OfflBerlin, Nov. 2 (Via London.)
Turkey Apologizes
Hears the News
Capital
western
front
OF
Nov. 2. Although four Important change in territory lor tb.9 cial reports from the
London,
Mexico City, Nov. 2. A dispatch STATE
London. Nov. 2. The grand vizier
cays have passed since Turkish war? past fortnight, although there has show little change In the situation In
Calientes
received here from Aguas
In Belgium, but of Turkey has aloposized for recent
ships ran amuck in the Black Sea1, oeeu alow advance of the extretie' al- northern France and
that General Eulalitf Gutierrez,
PUT IN QUARANTINE
,
(
sea.
Rlnck
to
be
would
in
Poland
events
appear
i.tither Russia nor Great Britain had, lied left in west Flanders.
vi
was
elected
presiueni
provisional
A Last Chance
of
up to noon today, so far as was ill repoits seem to agiee tha the shaping themselves for a renewal
last
t..
i,l.nratnftrl h(rA that tllft f)r-- Mexico shortly after midnight
tnown In London, opened the offen- tide of battle in this section, is flow the fighting between the main forces
CHICAGO
OF
a period MEAT BUSINESS
for
is
election
The
last
a
right.
T,rt
sive or even formally declared Avar itiz agalnft the Germans, but It Is fi?lt of Russia and the Austro-GermaFOR
DISCONTINUED
WILL
BE
20
days only.
disavow her. intention of of
in London that tl w:ii t&ke some time
TIME
SOME
p.gainst Turkey.
convention
Calientes
The
enAguas
The Austrians and the Germans have making war on the powers of the
The British press treats the situa- yet to eclde whether they must abin-ior- i
much hope Is expressed voted to meet In Mexico City later.
not
to
new
but
retirement
tente,
their
to
to
their
reach
CalaK
attempt
completed
a
reached
tion as having
stage
Gutierrez has been prominently iden
to this chance
no "about face" by the Turk Boomplish which hey already have positions previously selected by them. that they will respond
Chicago, Nov. 2. The govern- tified
with the revolution that resultWhen the vanguards of tho Russians, to remain neutral.
ish government. Thus, while the 1 id so dearly.
ment
of
General
'in
quarantine at the stock
the expulsion
Thl3 sten was taken because the ed
The allies we'fi leported as w,;nii? who were following them, came into
was
modified this after- eiruggle In .Vrance and Belgium rea
is
yards
He
the
from
republic.
that its jlluerta
mains undecided, Germany1 and Aus- a short walk of Ostend, the raklr.fe' of touch with this new line, there were foreign office Is not
noon
the
permit the receipt and
friend of General Carranza and
wae hailed In several encounters in which the Rus- first note ever reached the Turkish (ciose
tria have hi last acquired their first viich by the
of cattle, hogs and
In
Huerla
slaughter
government The advanced stage of .rose with Carranza against
Ptrlin a few days ato as a s roke of sians were driven off.
ally and the area of the fighting In
in
market The effect
this
Coahnlla.
of
sheep
state
native
Carranza's
amThe Austrians In couth em Galicia the preparations of the
war has spread over the borders 'fa'fgic imporU'.rca.
this is to place the situation
of
of
on
action
the
was
today
from
Loudon
Commenting
Twinsndnr
to
depart
The fighting in the vicinity of Os- have succeeded In crushing back the
of Asia into Egypt.
......
Asms Calientes convention. For- - v vhe.re it was Saturday.
n.inat- till the
r. riiH,,'u , onoratfl
"i
In the western tend on the south eide
apparently Russians' loft flank, which for sevAlonjr the buHlelin
eicn
Minister Fa beta said:
arena, there has been no decisively waged throughout Sunday. From the cal days has been making a des final endeavor.
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F, Baker, William Sumner, Cuanea t
Brooker and John L. Ilillard.

,

The Indictments charge conspiracy
t
violation of the Sherman
law to monopolize commerce. Under
Seotion 2 pf the law, under which the?
were returned, the maximum penalty
upon conviction is one year imprisonment and 5,0fl0 fine. The complete- list of those indicted is as follows:
William Rockefeller, George
Miller, Charles Ft Brooker,
William Skinner?' D. Newton Barney.
Robert W. Taft, James S. Elton,
lames S. Hemingway, Lewis Cas
Ledyard, Charles Ml. Pratt, A. Heatot
Roberson, Frederick P. Brewster,
Henry K. McHarg, Edward D. Rib-bin-s,
former general counsel of
Alexander Cochrane, John
George F. Baker, Thomas
Cuyler, Theodore N, Vail, El-wa- rd
Milligan and Francis T. MaxIn

anti-trus-

tha-roaa- ;

De-W- itt

well.

at

The amount pf bail was fixed
$3,000 eaich by Federal Judge Foster,
Of the 21 men indicted only fiveare now on the New Haven directorate- They are Messrs. Cuyler, McTIarjr.
Milligan, Brewster and Maxwell. Thes
21

men are charged, in the languages

of the indictment, as follows:

"With having combined and conspired with numerous other persona,
to monopolize commerce consisting In
the transportation business."
r
The indictment enumerateh a
of corporations (approximately 160), whose business, it is chaica,
was to be monopolized.
The late J. P. Morgan Is name J ;
the bill as one of the couspii
Among the officers and former t t
org of thg New Haven also mentioned!
as conspirators but not indicted mm
,
Edward N. Reed, Charles H. C1.
Chauncey M. DePew, Lucius Tint',
Charles S. Mellen, Royal C. T '
Richard A. McCurdy, S. McK. Tv
bley, Alexander J. Cassett, Timothy I
'
Byrnes, Edward G. Buckland, C Thome
Marsden
J
,
and
P
leigh
large-numbe-

n

.

p;r-nJtlin-g

1

the-KrP- t

Tu-ki-

pany, whose names

are to the

'

Jurors unknown."
indictment charges that the cowspiru
tors used certain of them, include
.
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New arrivals in our
Art Needlework Dept.
Nearly every day now

:

Rats in Sarawak
great many stories might be related of rats, but the most extraordinary thing I ever saw regarding these
aLimals was a migration which took
place on evening at dusk through
my bedroom, writes the Ranee of
Sarawak, in the November Wide
I was just getting
World Magazine.
better from a severe attack of malaria, and was lying on the bed inside
my mosquito house, half awake and
half asleep, with my Malay ayah sitting against the wall in a corner. Suddenly I saw two or three long objects
moving across the middle of the room
their black bodies standing out
against the pale yellow matting. My
room opened on to verandas from all
sides as everyone who is acquainted
with the architecture of tropical
hcuses will understand and It was
easy for any animal to climb over the
oir.er veranda and pass through the
screened doors leading to the oppo
site veranda. I watched these crawl
ing creatures, and, being only half
awake, wondered what they were. At
first I thought it was the result of malaria, making me see things which did
rot exist; ,but when the rats were
jtined by others, coming in at one
dcor and going out of the other in
tens, twenties, sixtiets, and finally
hundreds, for the floor was one mass
of moving objects, I called to the ayah

November Sale of
Women's Suits
Wool and Silk Dresses
Junior Suits
Millinery and
Children's Hats
WINDOWS-TH- EY

WILL

VJ

A

Wc begin our annual

WATCH ROSENWALUS

MAGAZINES
Jsiiifiyrvni

Wednesday Morning 8:00

This sale will Include all "Wooltex" and "Printzess" Suits, as well as the less expensive garments;
,
full particulars.
ing reserved. See tomorrow night's paper for
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THE WASTE OP WAR

predicts no loss, and a possible gain, received by the federal land office.
One of the changes is that the relinThe war that now engulfs Europe is only a preface to the story of sorrow
for the democrats.
It is, conceded that the democratic quishment of a homestead or a desert
"'.
and desolation that will follow,
majority in the house of representa- land or part thereof, within a reclatives may be materially reduced, but mation project, and upon which
a landslide to the repubuicans is not fi.ial proof has been submitted, where
The lives that are lost, the cities that are destroyed and the resources
the record shows the land to have v ho sat motionless.
figured on today.
will
been
not
be accepted
that are wasted will have their greatest effect upon future generations.
mortgaged,
In New Hampshire, GaHintjer is
"Don't mote." she said; "they are
or
noted
unless
the
hia
return
mortgagee
a
for
fierce fight
joins the rats.'' I was too frightened not
making
i.o the senate.
Raymond B. Stevens, therein. Nor will tile assignment of to move, and I screamed cut to the
Until the last chapter is reached there will be a story of stagnant indusnis democratic opponent, is a live wire such homestead entry or part thereof, Rajah, who I knew was in the room
the
an
nor
under
act
of
June
1910,
23,
the
In
next
Massachusetts,
is
snd
to
mine.
popular.
As he came in the
tries, desolate homes, barren fields and fatherless children.
ELECTIONS IN VATOMORROW'S
republicans may gain one seat in con- assignment of a mortgaged desert rats ran up one side of him, and I
RIOUS STATES FOUGHT ON
gress, to fill the sues of Hon. An land entry, where the record shows remember the dull thud they made as
THAT BASIS
drew J. Peters, now assistant secre the land to have been mortgaged, be they jumped off his shoulder to the
'
While this great conflict of waste is being waged we Americans are fighttary of the treasury. Dillingham is recognized or permitted, unless the floor. Some men, hearing my screams,
Washington, Nov. 2 The political
a hard fight for the senate- - in alignment specifically refers tea such also appeared. The rajah told me to
ing the Battles of Peace.
country meeting
ramouisus throughout tb
Is made and accepted make as little noise as
and
mortgage
opposed
Judge
by
Vermont,
being
I
so
possible,
which end today, are remarkable In
Rhode Island takes little
subject thereto.
had to remain still while thousands
An army of 150,000 men and women enlisted in the ranks of the Bell Systhat they are being waged mainly on Prouty. and has no big battles toAnother change is that, to comply and thousands of rats
passed through
national Issues. Matters of local con- with
the
of
the reclamation my room. This abnormal invasion
tem serves the telephone wants of the American public.
morrow. In Connecticut, the repuMi
provisions
rn are Involved in some of the
f
will break the lew requires the reclamation of
are
cars
lasted
10 or 15 minutes.
for
they
claiming
about
these
rule
as
a general
states, but
of the irrigable area of an entry. when the rodents
solid democratic representation in con
began to diminish
l ave been subordinated to the sup
In Jersey, the democrats are the land must be cleared of brush and in number, until there were
gress.
Over 6,000 of these people work right here in the seven mountain states
only a
port and opposition of the present
depending on the popularity of the trees, provided with sufficient later few stragglers left to follow the main
administration.
every day of the year.
is a seeth- als for its effective irrigation, graded body.
Aside from Pennsylvania and Illi- president. Pennsylvania
ing hot bed, Senator Boies Penrose for irrigation and crop growth, plant- It appears that such migrations are
nois, and possibly Ohio, where intense
the fight of his life for re ecd, watered and cultivated. A satis- well known all over Sarawak, and the
political activity and interest is man- etting
election, with Palmer and Pinchct as factory crop during any years shall people fear them because they are
itt'Bted, there is an apathy among the
m
A crop of accompanied by a certain amount of
Ohio Is in the throos '.f be one of the following:
voters which makes it difficult to pre-li- opponents.
I
annuals
which
centers
:i liquor agitation,
producing at least a half danger. It is said by the natives that
the result.
of Governor Cox for
yield; a substantial stand of alfalfa; f anyone should kill one of these rats
lor the first time In many years the fight
Nick
is likely f.oi re ciovar or any other perennial 'grass; his companions would attack the agHie democratic party Is able to point
"The Corporation Different"
seat
in
his
and the re a season's growth of orchard trees or gressor in such
congress,
gain
; ' H'fth
large numbers that
pride" to a record of achieve- vines
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vote of confidence in President Wil- - SMvely will win, but the republicans
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this no one seems to Irnnw
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i) rnts and the evasion of trouble In
Santa Fe, Nov. 2. Within one hour area of
In Illinois a great campaign
ps
i Mexico.
The republicans admit the
operations Is a restricted one,
been made for the senate by Roger after unloading 84 high grade bulls for It appears that on this occasion
popularity of Wilson, hut have made
Sullivan and the present Incumber,', from Arizona at Clovis, W. H. Dough- - mv !bedroom was the
j a good campaign from the material
only human habl- ton lost 28 of them. They died so talion
Sulby scores of thousands of people snd invested in telephone securities
of the Underwood tariff and the eat- - Senator Lawrence Y. Sherman.
through which they went.
have made the great Bell System possible.
is an old enemy of Bryan, and suddenly that 15 dropped and died
livan
cretney tax, which they have chargij
.';is an effect of the tariff rather vhnn toe latter skipped Illinois in hU re within a radius of 50 feet. The stock
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A
HORRIBLE
OFFENSE
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Shares are of $100 par value and pry $7 per year dividend, distributed
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a hopeful mood, for they absorbed face calves and 500 head of steers and
Thirty-fou- r
$1.75 quarterly. We will sell you one share or we will sell your more.
United States senators
1
v ill be elected tomorrow.
For the ii'iich of the progressive vote, and are heifers last week to their ranch. The "fOMASITO PANSY ACCUSED OP
Price and full particulars will be mailed on request sent to
MURDER AND CRIMINAL ASf:ret time in our history tho result confident of sending an almost solid Shipley brothers have the past two
Gps and Electric Building, Denver.
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Santa Fe, Nov. 2. Traveling Auditor Howell Earnest has returned from
Lav ton, Okla., where he attended
court and testified in the case of
Charles B. Dennis, receiver for the
American Bank and Trust company at
Clevis, which went out of business
over .two years ago, against the Mountain. View Bank of Lawton. The Oklahoma court ruled against Dennis recovering the J8.900 for which he
eu a. The evidence at Lawton seem
ed to indicate that the books cf the
American Bank and Trust comany had
been falsified to the extent of an entry which charged the Mountain View
bunk with $5,000, although the latter
lever received the amount, although
the same day, L. C. West, who was
president of both banks, was credited with $5,000.

PELLAGRA

TELLS HOW TO GET RID
OF THE DISEASE

IS

v.uj

1914.""

LITTLE DAMAGE DONE
Santa Fe, Kovj. 2. Saturday night
was one of the most orderly
In the history of the city.
Mayor W. G. Sargent and City Mar-sra- l
Nicolas Sena had taken every
precaution possible to prevent destruction of property and with an ef
ficient speial police force managed
to keep down- - the damage to a few
palings broken off fences.

TON'T

look for premiums or
coupons, as the cost of choice
Turkish and domestic tobaccos
blended in Camels prohibits their
use. All the value goes into the
cigarettes you'll spot the difference
soon as you've whiffed just one
smooth, fragrant Camel. No cigaretty
aftertaste. Get that? Give Camels
a tryout. 20 for 10 cents.
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Will you Protect your
Children's Eyes now,
While you Can?

.

Best Cough Medicine for Children
"Three years ago when I was living
in Pittsburgh one of my children had
a hard cold and coughed dreadfully.
Upon the advice of a druggist I pur
chased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy and ft benefited him
at once. I find it the best cough med
icine for children because it is pleasant to take. They do not object to
taking it," writes Mrs. Lafayette Tuck,
Homer City, Pa. This remedy con
tains no opium or other narcotic, and
may be given to a child as confidently
as to an adult. Sold by all dealers.

QOcV

lOcenttt

Quality

A HUNTING

THE

e

Rather hard on the children's
tender eyes unless you take
proper precautions. Electric light
is the remedy. Properly diffused
in a suitable Electric Lamp it
gives the most congenial illumination for eyes of all ages. Safest,
most healthful, most economical.
Have your home wired for electricity.
We have recently reduced our
rates you can now afford to do
Everything Electrically,

j.

m

VICTIM

Santa Fe, Nov. 2. Eduardo
aged 17 years, while out shooting rabbits in Nogal canyon, Socorro
county, stumbled "and his shotgun was
dlHcharged, the shot tearing away the
fiont of his face above the mouth and
his forehead, killing him Instantly.
Iiis six year old .brother was with
him and brought the body home In a
wagen.
Zim-rnerl- y,

--

.

School Days!
Night-TimStudy!

Adv.
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The United States "public health
service has issued the following bulletin on the prevention of pellagra:,
If your dealer tan 't tapply you, tend 10c
If you would avoid having pellagra
for one package or $i.QO for a carton
must
eat
an abundance of beans,
of ten packages C20O cigarettes), pottyou
age prepaid. After emoking one packaeas, milk, eggs and lean meat as a
age, if you don't find CAMELS at repre-- .
eented, return the other nine packagee
part of your regular diet. At least,
and we will refund your money.
that is the conclusion of officers of
the United States public health serviR. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
ce!, who have made a special study
Winton-SaleN. C.
Not Premium
of the disease. As a result of these
studies they believe that pellagra Is
not communicable from person to perW. T. Huehens, MIChaison, Ga., had
son as is measles, for example, but a severe attack of rheumatism. Hie
that it is dependent on some as yet feeL ankles and joints were swollen,
undetermined fault in a diet in which and moving about was very painful
animal protied (milk, eggs and lean He was certainly In a bad way when
meat) or leguminous proteid (beans he started to take Foley Kidney Pills.
and peas) Is disproportionately small, He saya, "Just a few doses made mc
and that no pellagra will develop In feel better, and now my pains and
those who consume a mixed, well rheumatism are all jroae and I sleep
'balanced and varied diet.
all night long." O. G.' Schaefer and
By using regularly an abundance of Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
fresh milk," eggs, fresh lean meat,
CONSPIRATORS PUNISHED
beans and peas (fresh and dried not
canned), not only may pellagra be Santa Fe, Nov. 2. Federal Judge tary of the Walla Walla, Wash , branch was the conclusion that District
Judge
cured when the disease is not too far William H. Sawtelle of Arizona, In of the
Archaeological Institute, wi'l K. C Abbott yesterday
eloquently
advanced, but prevented. This, actu federal court at Pheonix, sentenced arrive this week in Santa Fe with
presented in his argument before the
ally happened in at least one institu live Mexicans to the penitentiary at Mrs. Anderson to see the archaeologi- Stephens Bible class. It was a schol
tion, where, in 1913, 75 cases of pel Sauta Fe. The convicted men are cal and historical objects of interest
arly talk listened to Intently by the
lagra occurred. As a result of change Jose Kncinias, Jose Franco, Lorenzo of this vicinity on his way home from
largest attendance in the history of
'
of diet not a single case is known to Luna, Juan Moroyoqui and Trinidad Battle Creek, Mich. Among
those the class. Next Sunday Judge Walhave developed this year.
Cordoba, each being given a year and who registered at the museum
today ter D. Hawk of Chicago is expected to
It appears then that pellagra is but a day on the ctarge of conspiracy were S. W. W'iest of Roswell, Frank address the class.
another example of a class of disease, to plot an uprising among the Mex Nicholson of Farmington,
George O.
like scurvy, which can be prevented icans and Indians of Arizona.
Tackles, Frances H Tackles, Richard
)n. damp, chilly weather there is
and cured by an abundance of food
S. Tackles, Margaret Edith Tackles,
a large demand for BALLARD'S
of a proper character; and this fact Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs Frederick R, Stone of Detroit, Mich.; SXOW LINIMENT
because many
suggests the advisability of farmers!
They hang on all winter if not Perfilio Lucero and Luis de Luzon of people who know by experience its
in the south cultivating beans and checked, and pave the way for serious Albuquerque.
relieving power in rheumatic
peas and raising dairy cattle, instead throat and lung diseases. Get a botarhes and pains, prepare to apply it
of cotton at a time when the market tle of
Foley's Honey and Tar ComRub a sore throat with BALLARD'S it at the first twinge. Price 255c, 50
for the latter abroad has been all but pound, and take it
freely. Stops SNOW LINIMENT.
One or two ap- and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Cen-(a- l
destroyed by the foreign wars.
coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
Drug Co. Adv.
cure
it completely.
plications will
throat, loosens the phlegm and is Price 25c, GOc and $1
per bottle. Sold
laxative. Best for children
mildly
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
MANY QUAIL KILLED
When your rood does not digest and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
well and you feel "blue," tired and Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Santa Fe, Nov. 2. Yesterday sigAN ILLEGAL TRIAL
Adv.
nalized the opening of the quail seadiscouraged, you should use a little
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
Santa Fe, Nov. 2. That Jesus was son, and scores of hunters went into
COMING
condemned and executed without the the foothilla. Most of them, espeo-illARCHAEOLOGIST
bowels, purifies the system and restores a fine feeling of health and enSanta Fe, Nov. 2: Louis F. Ander- semblance of a legal trial, be the. prothose who went toward Cienega
ergy. Price 50c. Sold by Central son, one of the. best known business ceedings viewed from the modern, or on the road to Albuquerque, brought
men of the Pacific coast and secre the Hebrew o.r the Roman standpoint, home heavy bags.
Drug Co. Adv. '
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Despondency

Due to Indigestion
all surprising that per-

It is not at
sons w o have indigestion become
discouraged and despondent.
Here
pre a few words of hope and cheer
for them by Mrs. Blanche Bowers, Indiana, Pa. "For years my digestion
was so poor that I could not eat the
I tried everything
lightest foods.
that I heard of to get relief, but not
until about a year ago when I saw
Chamberlain's Tablets advertised and
got a bottle of them, d'd I find the
right treatment. I soon began to improve, and since taking a few bottles
of them my digestion is fine." For
sale by all dealers Adv.
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FOLEY CATHARTIC

TABLETS

There are. many times when one
Important
man questions another's actions and
Bear In mind that Chamberlain'
motives. Mea act differently under
Tablets not only move the bowels but
different clrettmstaaces.
The quesimprove the appetite and strengthen tion is, what would
you da right now
me aigestion. For sale by all dealers.
ir you had a severe cold? Could you
Adv.
do better than to take Chamberlain's

'A
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Cough Remedy? It
fcighiy recoJ
mended by people who have used if
for years and know lta value. Mr!
O. E, Sargent,
Peru, rnd., Bays'ChanJ
berlain'B Cough Remedy, is worth it J
weight in gold and I take pleasure in
recommending it
For sale by t
Sealers. A6y
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Develops the greatest 5PEED and ACCURACY at the Annual Business
Show, New York City, October 26th, 1014.
nBBHHMi

Operated by Emil A. Trefzger at 129 net words a minute captures the

CUP
which it has held since it was first offered for open competition.
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Whey belong to the party of efficiency is in Santa Fe. He is employed there
and are capable men. Under republi- as a chef at the Majestic cafe.

2, 1914.

Three Points

can administrations this state always
has prospered and been admirably gov1879
ESTABLISHED
SIAN
erned, despite the efforts of the op- COLES ARRESTS
OUR.
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to
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sentiment
a
create
to
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'
.
Slate money has
First: Will my money be safe?
WANTED ON COAST
opposite efl.-ctpublished by
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it?
been used to the best advantage for
Second: Can I get it when I
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
instituMexico
aid
me
and
financial
New,
'"'tthe state
)
(Incorporated)
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give
is the most 'complete in the state and
tions have been created and fostered. WALTER D. HEATON IS DECLAR1 need it?
when
for prompt grinding and repairing is
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surplus,
M. M,
capital
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CHECKS
less
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by none.
state
of
making
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bank offers safety excelled
business affairs,
who have been successful in
Work sent us by mail is returned'
efficient is exemplified by the Slate
Chief of Police Ben Coles arrested
by the first return post.
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.
.rff""?"?'');
Hospital for the Insane, which Is
c
2
No.
D.
efficien-on
train
yesHeatoii
Walter
to have deteriorated in
to a large extent Blnce Governor terday evening, Heaton is wanttd in
assumed Visala, Cal., for uttering worthless
McDonald's
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i.TiitPii at. the nostoffice at East
jeweler and Optician
checks for large amountsl. The sher
Capital and Surplus $125,000.00
n
Vllui
in
ui
.
JLas Vegas, New Mexico, for
New Mexico
Las Vegas,
iff of Visala wired to the police de
this
front
candidates
The'lesislative
through the United States
hold
to
county , are men of integrity and abil partment of Albuquerque
iails as second class matt.
ity. Secundino Romero has held such Heaton as he passed through, but the almost persuaded and you haven't which there is already considerable OS
Kast Las Vetras, N. M.
OFFfCERS AND DIRECTORS
important positions as clerk of the authorities in the Duko City arrested enough stuff in your backbone to take on the dump, also carries silver,
Albuquerque, N. M.
W.
President
H,
Kelly.
d!su
soon
as
SUBSCRITION
man.
As
OF
New
the wrong
TERMS
they,
Ui.ited States court, clerk of the
a stand. There have been several
Peoos, N. M.
t.
Jacob Gross,
Trinidad. Colo.
Daily, by Carrier
Mexico Fourth district court. United covered their mistake they sent a i?;l- vital moments in my life. Some of
Clarence Men, Secjr. 4 Treas.
05
Rowe, N. M
Donald Steward,
Per Copy
States marshal and sheriff of San Mije.gram here. Heaton was his way to them I have not treated rightly, but HALLOWEEN DID NOT
Santa Fe, N- M.
C. C. Robbins,
.15
in
moArk.
an
was
.
He
demonstrated
most
riding
vital
One Week
Fayetteville,
;uel county. He has
I bless God when the
.65
he ment cam.e find I htood face to face
One Month
ability to look after the details of these a chair car, but shortly beforeTtSllBRING HlObH DAMAGE
7.80
offices in a highly satisfactory man- reached here he changed to a
One Year
with Jtsus I chose Him as my Savior.
Daily, by Mail
ner. Mr. Romero is a heavy property man. He was feigning sleep wjieuj I stood that day a ipoor, lost, doomed,
$6.00 owner and the
soul when Jesus EVERYBODY HAD A GOOD TIME,
One Year (In advance)....-possessor of large Coles "nabbed, him" Heaton will be unhappy,
3.00
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moment
PROPERTY ALONE
that
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Ms interest as It is tothatofany other of Visala can send for him.
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learned What are you going to do about it?"
Late this afternoon
Six Months (in arrears)
property owner, to keep down
W holes ale Grocers
statement that hs will that a man was taken off train No. 2
The observance of Halloween in Las
considervote to increase the burden upon at Needles, Calif., by mistake. The
Vegas did not result In any
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
police,, thinking him to , be Heaton, NORMAL CHALLENGES ,Y. able damage to property. Those who
New Mexico taxpayer? is untrus.
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WOOL. HIDES & PELTS, LUMBER.
2arose early yesterday morning fpTjnd.
How many people in Sari Miguel loi'k'ed'4him up to wait for the Vtsalia
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In
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KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Increased rural offers eased corn
Fred O. Blood, during the time that EVANGELIST CRIMM DECIDES TO Saturday afternoon. The" Normals In the early evening the youngsters
at the outset, but prices later hardTO
MEETINGS
PROLONG
have been smarting under the defeat had a good time, being on the streets
iij was postmaster in East Las Vegas,
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how
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squad early
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to ya cent, net higher.
a manner that could not be criticized, church yesterday. The services dur score, .vhich was chalked up against people appeared upon the streets in
western steers $6. 759; 'calves $6.60
t'nder his administration the postof-fic- e ing the day were enthusiastic, espec them by the heavy Y. squad on. Octo masks, and on the West side a crowd
held comparatively steady.
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a postmaster. As a trusted railway and Sunday reaped 20 converts. The nite was done until the Normals took police report that the conduct of the
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as he has done ia private business closing last night, but owing to the challenge, It is now unaertswou umi be expected, Mayor Smith's squad of
Pork, Jan. $18.97; May $19.17.
quickly
Chicago, Nov. 2. Wheat
enterprise. As a member of the interest the meetings will run indefi the challenge will be accepted al- extra policemen had a good deal to do rallied from a brief setback, due :to Lard, Nov. $10.92; Jan. $10.
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tainly
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years he has been on youngest member of the Sanhedran confident of putting up a much class tion is growing rapidly. Six teams
t home upstairs" for this paper to
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advocate the election 'of a democratic the job. ; It would be folly to replace court. He was popular with his coun ier game than in the initial contest. have now been formed of six mean
mas
has
as
he
another
him
man,
by
trymen. One day he came and asked When, it is remembered that their each, and rivalry between the boys
legislature, which the eltered word
made it do. Judging from the com- tered the dotails of the office and his permission to go to Damascus and play in this game was at all times is intense. The boys have been so
there persecute
the followers of scrappy and full of pep, it would not well apportioned that the scores are
ments that have been made by papers work" Is efficient.
Christ. I see him on. his way to Da- come as a surprise to many roohrs surprisingly close and the games really
of opposite political belief during the
mahews thinking he was doing a good to see the scores reversed.
compare well with contests between
cnmipalgn that closes tonight, any
service to hia country and his religion
The Y. team',' on the other hand, more mature players. Some of the
boost for a democrat that might appear HALLOWEEN FIRE DOES
by putting to death the Christians. was composed of experienced players little fellows are sharks at shooting
in The Optic would not be worth
on his journey he met the and while the squad will be put baskets and all go Into the game with
Somewhere
anuch. The recalcitrant linotype has
CONSIDERABLE DAMAGE
Lord, atid there shotte round about through rigid signal drill In the gym pep and ginger.
i ten given a spanking and its stom--j-.-him the spirit which spoke to him:
Three match games were, pulled olf
nasium undoubtedly will put up much
tilled with melted lead. Tt will
"Paul Jmlii, Who5 art thou, Lord? the same style of game as formerly. in the association gymnasiam SaturHOME AND FURNITURE OF MRS.
i.ot err again.
The Spirit, answered: 'Lrn, Jesus Just at present the coach is naving a day morning and afternoon, --end the
RALPH HOUSTON ARE TOwhom thou persecutest.'
TALLY DESTROYED
Paul had hard time to fill the gaps In the line morning contests especially were witVOTH CAREFDLLY
met the vital moment as he stood left by Crimm and Donaldson, and it nessed by a large crowd of rojters
On the eve of the state and conOn Saturday evening the fire de there in the presence of the Lord. He is rumored that Hoskins, left hair, the gallery being lined with spectatcessional election, The Optic has partments were called out to fight a then and there accepted the Lord and may not be able to play. Two ney ors". In the first game the Athletics,
tust-Proonly a simple message for the voters. fire at No. 714 Eighth street In the became the mighty Paul of the New men, however, have reported for prac captained by Merle Williams, won
It asks them to think carefully before house occupied by Mrs. Ralph Hous- Testament. Finally because of the tice from whom much is expected, al- from the Giants by t score of 11 to 4.
tiiey cast their ballots. If they wish ton and her six children, a colored mignty works Paul was doing for though they are lacking in the weight The second game was won by the
.o cce New Mexico represented in
At about 8 o'clock in the Christianity he was placed in prison. which made Crimm and Donaldson eo Waiter Sox, who defeated the Cubs 22
family.
by a man who will represent evening the family left the house, He appeared before Felix to plead for valuable in the line. These men, to 19, and the third game, which was
.New Mexico's best interests, and un three of the older children going to his release, but instead he told him Dennis and Mackel, probably will be railed at 1 o'clock went to the Athlelike Mr. Fergusson, will not vote for a Halloween party and Mrs. Houston about Jesus:, As the great old man played on the end positions necessi- tics, who established their temporary
party measures "because he never and her three younger daughters go- stood there in chains he made such tating the shifting of heavier men to supremacy by winning again, this time
from the Braves, who were touted as
Aotes contrary to the president," even ing downtown to shop. They left a an appeal that Felix was terrified and the tackle and guard position.
if those measures may be hurtrul to hot fire burning in the stove aud: a said: 'Go jhy way for this time; at a As plans are now laid next Satur- the strongest aggregation in the
tir own state, they should cast their lamp burning on the (able. At 8:15 more convenient season l will call for day's contest will start at 3 o'clock leaque, .ml though Saturday's contest
lif'liots for Benisno C. Hernandez.
o'clock an alarm was turned ia and thee.' Fe'lix went his way and turned sharp and is to be preceded by a pre- was their first match game.
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imdepartment-Is--provintion has prospered. Tie is a represen- company from the West side put in came to the throne. Again Paul was naries will start at 2:15 o'clock. It is the boys',
tative of a party that is constructive an appearance and got to work sub- given an opportunity to plead for his expected that a large crowd will wit- mensely popular with, tne boys and In.end not destructive. In fact, he is the duing the flames, which was quickly release, and again he pleaded with ness both the preliminary and main cidentally is doing a great deal to
of a man that New Mexico needs done. The fire, however, had done his king about righteousness, self con contests, as rivalry between the High lu'.ld up this department of the assoin Washington. The opposition has great damage before the firemen, ar trol and a judgment to come. O! school and Norma! is always Intense ciation. Only members of the regierted every endeavor, in a personal rived, as it had gained headway be- what an opportunity to speak to his Again the defeat inflicted upon the ular boys' classes are allowed to parEX MA
EXTRA
EXTRA
attack upon Mr. Hernandez, to create fore its discovery. All the furniture king. Finally Agrippa, like Felix, Normals by the Y. crowd has been ticipate. The boys meet three times
the republican was. ruined and the building was ren- wa's troubled about his sou and said: bitter medicine and the entire school a week In the gymnasium; two days
ai fentiment against
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
.
candidate, but it has been unsuccess- dered practically worthless. The roof 'With but little more persuasion you will turn out to cheer their team to a week being devoted to calisthenics,
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and Saturday being .turned over to
Sue volleys of mud thrown at him
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of life and have
shown ance was carried on the furniture.
organized
Turkish Towels
Women's Modi
Silk Rose for
GOLD AT RINCON
to meet the demand, and a careful recteat, in spite of charges made against! The house is the property of Mrs. passed out of history and gone down
Gloves
Women
Very Heavy
Jtim in connection with his conduc- - Lvdia Houston of Albuquerque and to hell. Not so with Paul. He met
Santa Fe, Nov. 2. Another impor- ord of scores and team standings Is
.
t'.oa of the office of treasurer of Rio is not believed to have beea insured. the vital moment like a man and made tant gold strike Is reported from Rin-co- kept on the gymnasium books and bul.Per Pair
BO Cassia-- 'li'Ezsh
JU'rllia county, Lis record Is clean. It was a three room frame structure. the great Paul of the New Testament
Dona Ana county. It is a shaft letin board.
Team standings are as follows:
Mr. Hernandez merits the ballot of An overheated flue in the middle and today he stands as an example to two miles west of Rincon abandoned
Team
P.
W.
I
Pet.
ery citizen who wishes to vote for room was. In the opinion of Fire Chief those who follow him, and his name in 1892. The son of the original ownTHE STORE "OF QUALITY
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Ihe nome of "Velvet Edge" Collars
And our wagon will stop for your laundry.

Frank Springer,

WINTER

fPrietors

Our Complete Line of

Elmer Hoget of Onava; arrived
to spend a few days
transacting business.
L. G. Harris came In today from
Raton for a few days' visit while look-iiafter business affairs.
Mrs. Erie Choate of Watrous came
i
?
town yesterday. Mrs. Choate Is
v. elf known here as a
singer.
We have them in any Shape, Color,
William O. Tufts of the United
and Style you may fancy.
States geological survey arrived In
Las Vegas late yesterday afternoon.
Prices from 50c upwards.
Ci. M. Hanson aner wife and Mrs. A.
A. Weigle, all of Dawson, came into
Las Vegas today for a visit.
Miss Josephind iMurphy of Dawson
anhed here last night Miss Murphy GBEAT INTEREST IN
was in attendance at the Normal summer school this year,
MUSICAL PRGGHAM
L. S. Steere, Mrs. H. A. Bunyon
and Charles Wilson and wife passed
through Las Vegas today on their ENTERTAINMENT AT THE DUNway from Cooper.stown, N. Y., to Los
WEDNESDAY WILL BE

of Albuquerque

me in last night.
came
ju.eu.jcn or esania
town yesterday; for a few days' visit.
Mr. ana Mrs. Viles came in from

a

jo

Holmaa yesterday on a shopping trip.
Leopold Meyers of Albuquerque,
who has been visiting here with
friends for the last few days, left yesterday for his home1.
A. A, Schlegel put up at one of the
local hotels last night. Mr. Schlegel
Is traveling from La Sueur, Minn., to
.Nedles, Cal., with his wife and family
in an automobile.
Donald Hart, a clerk in the First
National bank, returned last night
from El Paso where he has been for
n short vacation.
While in El Paso
Mr., Hart saw several former Las
Vegans including Walter Hoke, H. C.
Smith J-- Gi McNary and others.
After a two days visit with Professor M. R. Gonzales, farm expert
for San Miguel and Mora counties,
Professor A. C. Cooley of the New
Mexico College
of Agriculture and
for
Mechanic Art, left yesterday
C.
Professor
D.
Cooley
Washington,
has been making a visit to the men
engaged in the college extension
work of whom Ptforessor Gonzales is
one in all parts of the etate. The
following expert farmers' advisers
"have been placed so far, and more
will be given work as soon as occasion demands: Luna county, p. D.
South worth; Colfax county, V. L
Martineau; San Miguel and Mora
counties, M". R. Gonzales; Chaves
county, IT. W. Rigney.
-
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your grocer will refund pur- chase price if you don't detlare it the.
best baking powder you've ever used
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Great interest has been aroused in
the musical program to be given Wed
nesday evening by the school children
under the direction of Mrs. Charles
Kohtt. The first part of the program
will be given by the children of the
Douglas avenue school building first
graders, the second and third graders,
and third and fourth graders, grouped
in the order named. The second part
of the entertainment will be given by
the pupils at the Castle school,
Grades i to 8, who will give a one-ac- t
entitled "While Mortals
operetta
Sleep." The third part of the pro
gram will consist of the presentation
of "The Legend of Bregenz," a poem
set to music. The entire program,
with the names of all the children
at who will participate, will be published In The Optic tomorrow.
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(Continued from Page One)

through their influence, credit and
funds, to Impose upon the other con
cerns contracts and working arrange
ments which would injure monopoli
zation of commerce "In harmony with
the designs of such conspirators."
"Said conspirators," reads the in
dictment," were to induce and compel
such sales of capital stock, such leasing properties and facilities, and such
making 'of contracts and working arrangements and sucu. engaging In
combination by lusing' and threatening to "use the advantage possessed by
said New Haven company and the ac
cumulation of power arising from the
control of some of ' the said other
common carriers, to grajsp the com
merce rightfully5 and normally belong
ing to said other and remaining fcom- mon carriers and to drive such other
common carriers out such commerce,
except as they might engage in it In
combination with the subordination
to said New Haven company." '
The, commerce, which it alleged
was monopolized by the defendants,
consisted, of water, st.eam and electric railroad transportation In all the
New England states, New York, New
Jersey, "atad every other state of the
United States."
The conspiracy is alleged to have
extended from July 2, 1890, the day
t
the Sherman
act became a
law, until "the day of the finding and
presentation of this indictment." The
men Indicted include some of the
foremost financiers and railroad men
in the United States. William Rock
efeller is a brother of John D. Rocke
feller and one of the chief figures in
the Standard Oil company. George
F. Baker is chairman of the First
National bank of New York, one of
the wealthiest men in the United
Stajtes and until recently a director
in more than 60 railroad and indus" "
trial corporations.
Cass Leddy was formerly attorney
for J. p. Morgan, Sr., one of the most
distinguished attorneys in the United
States. Theodore N. Vail is the head
of the American Telegraph and Telephone company. Edward IX Robbins,
former general counsel of the road
and closely associated with Charles
H. Mellen in the administration of the
New Haven affairs, is the only de
fendant natned who was not a direct
or of the road.
Charles F. Brooker of Ansonia,
Conn., is a director in some 20 odd
banks and Industrial corporations.
John L. fiillard is a banker of Mer- icien, Conn., who has figured In New
Haven financial transactions in the
'Hinnardl company" through which.
It is alleged the control of the Bos
ton and Maine railroad was kept In
the hands of the New Haven.
Kenry D. McHarg is a director in
nine other roads and industrials.
Thomas DeWitt Cuyler is one of the
v, ealthiest
men in Philadelphia and
lias banking and railroad interests,
Robert W. Taft of Providence, R. I.,
a director in several other New England corporations, and Royal C. Taft,
who was mentioned in the list of conspirators not indicted, was a former
St vernor of the slate of Rhode Is
land. Mr. Taft died in 1912.
Francis T. Maxwell of Rockvtlie,
Conn., Is a member Identified with
'several other (corporations In Hart- anti-trus-
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Morris Regensberg came in Saturday night from Colmar, N. M., to visit
his parents in this city. He left this
afternoon for Colmar.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur G. Jaffa passed through Las Vegas this noon on
their watyfrom Saata Fe-t- o
North
Dakota. ..The Jaffas reside in Roswell.
Mr; Jaffa is the brother of Mrs. Joseph
Danzgler of this city.
Colonel Ri, E. Twitchell came over
from., Santa Fe to vtsft Vegas today.
Mr. Twitchell formerly was a resident, of. this city and still owns property here), though he spends much time
in the capital
O. J. Ogg came In from Raton on
train .JCoJO today.

THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK

Vice-Preside-

.l- -il

NEW HAVEN'S

fine-graine-

:

DEPOSITS

WM. G. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY

,

pastry baked with Calumet Baking
Powder, it's light, fluffy,

!,:''

ON TINIER

Material

INDICTMENTS

he is!

Calumet Cake.

iV&W

Cashier.

03O,CO0.GO

WITH

OFFICE

(JREENBERGEit

.

"You At Dat
Of

D. T. Hosklns,

VEGAS

CAPITAL STOCK

now on display.
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FOR MEN AND BOYS

Ch
...

.J LiJ

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAMIC

1.H3 yesterday

g

F. Notteman

s,

INTEREST PAID

W.

O.

$50,000.00

j

J. M. Cunningham, President.

And

1201 national kvc.

PERSONALS

sir v

V f

GET OUR PRICES ON WET WASHING

f

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

FALL

CALL MAIN 267

Baer & Evolns,

r

YOUR
If

SUIT

cratlc club and tonight's meeting will
At Washington, D.
take the form of a debate with the 27; West Virginia
Wesleyan 0.
challengers on the question of the At Brunswick, Me. BaleB
27; Bow-doi- n
high cost of living. The Young. Men's
0.
Republican club will be represented
At Decatur Milliken 9; Wlilfaiu
by Eugene D. Xujan and Thomas G.
and Vashti 0.
Kain, while the democratic club will
-At Monmouth,
Monmouth
9;,
rely on Adolfo Baca and Ado'fo GarWesleyan 0.
cia to present Its side of the argument. The public from both sides of At Dallas, Tex. Texas A. and M.
the river is cordially invited to be 63; Louisiana 9,
At Houston, iTex. Rice Institute
present.
IS; Daniel Baker 7.
At KlrksvIIle, Mo. Christian Broth
A big Packard touring car arrived
In town yesterday evening from, South ers, 54; KlrksvIIle Osteorvatha A
At Washington, Pa. Washington
Dakota, J.he party is traveling to
and Jefferson 48; West Virginia uniLos Angeles.
versity 0.
At Wooster, O. Wooster 13; Ken- 111.-lo- wa

For Fall and Winter should ba
ordered now.4
We have a complete line of foreign and domestic euitlngs, com-

prising all the latest weaves, and

FOOTBALL

At

Polytechnic

at right prices.

SCORES

Terre Haute Franklin
9.

yon 0.
7; Rose

.

At Clinton, N. Y. Hamilton
Lawrence 6.

26;

SL

Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care,

DUNCAN

CHAS. LEVIS
TAILOR
William Skinner of
Mass., has large Interests in New
Fugland manufacturing enterprises
and in other railroad corporations and
irsurance companies.
ford, Conn.

Hol-yok-

OPERA

HOUSE

TUESDAY
Nov. io

The one ;Show that can
Always Come Back
A LAUGHING J VEIL mm
BUD

FISHERS LATEST SUCCESS

MUU5IljIBJip'p'

AUTO STAGE
Automobile stage line to Mora tri
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday, leaving Murphe'y's corner 8 a.
m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
Mora 4 p, m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
m Fare for round trip, $5; one way,
Round trip tickets good for one
$3.
week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.

YOUNG REPUBLICANS TO

lTHDEllOCIlATS

BIGGER

EVERYTHIMS MEW!

AND

BETTER THAU EVER.

f

NOTtfm BUT UN AND PRETTY GIRLS

See Them Take Vera Cruz with
Smokeless Powder.
BdJ) Qi

Paerpflo

Including 25 Entrancingly Beautiful Hexican
Maidens

BE HELD THIS
WILL
DEBATE
EVENING ON "THE HIGH
COST OF LIVING"

Late this afternoon the demo- cratic club withdrew its chal- lenge to the Young Men's Repub- lican club for a. debate upon the
high cost of living. The Young
Men's Republican club according- ly arranged for a big session at
its quarters on Bridge street,
which will be preceded bjr a
parade around the Plaza. Every- body la invited.

PHICES Q1.5Q - m.QQ - 7So
SEATS AT MUIIPHEY'S SATURDAY

You Will Find

,

As the canrpaign draws to Its close.

large and enthusiastic meetings are
being held by the republicans all over
the state. Saturday night the Young
Mien's Republican Club of Las Vegas
held a well attended gathering at Its
headquarters on the West side. The
meeting was called to order at 7:30
o'clock by President Eugene D. Lu- jan. After the business had been dis
posed of the young men went in a
body over to the republican meeting
held at the court house. Speeches
were made there by Eugene Lnjan,
Thomas G. Kain and Ben Arnxijo of
the young republicans. The meeting
adjourned at 12 o'clock.
The club will hold an Important
gathering tonight at its headquarters
on Bridge street Tbe members have
received a challenge from the demo- -
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BY SNAKE

Santa Fe, Nov. 2. Denver Willis, a
Curry county rancher, was bitten by
a large rattlesnake, which managed
to escape by crawling into a priarie
acg hole, Willis' arm and bands are
badly swollen, but he will recover.
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
There is such ready action In Foley
Kidney. Pills, you feel their healing
from the very first dose. Backache,
weak, eore kidneys, painful bladder
and- - irregular action disappear with
their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay,
Wis., says :"My wife Is rapidly recovering her health and strength, due
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,
Adv.
TAOS MAN KILLED

15he

OPTIC

LOBBY

ffHl

mi

You will like their positive action,
They have a tonic effect on the bow
els, and give a wholesome, thorough
cleaning to the entire bowel tract
Stir the liver to healthy activity and
keep stomach sweet Constipation,
headache, dull, tired feeling never af
fect those who use Foley Cathartic
Tablets. Only 25c. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

The scope of the government's employment bureaus lor laborirs and
home seekers has been extended by
the establishment throughout
the
country of distributing zones with
headquarters In 18 cities. Information on conditions and needs will be
Gathered and furnished to all interested

SHORT ORDERS AN 0 REGULAR DINNERS
1JC3T GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A. M. Regular com

Meets second and
fourth Thursday
evening eaea
muntcatlon first tad month at Vf. O. Vf. hall. VisiUM
In brothers cordially Invited. Howard .
third Thursday
each month, yialting Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
bixrfhers cordially In
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H, S. Van KNIGHTS( OF COLUMBUS, COUNt
CIL NO. 804. Meets second an
Petten. Secretary,
gurth Thursday In O R. C. hall,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer building.
Visiting member
Reg- - are cordially invited. Richard Devise,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
fji ular conclave second Tues-mml- O. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
jey in each mcuth at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
MONUMENT CO
Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MASN ft,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYTears Practical Experience.
II
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
ADVERAL ARCH MASONS Regular convo B. A. JONES
W W BOVSTBHt.
TISEMENTS
cation first Monday In each
GEO. H. HUNKER
month at Masonic Temple
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Attorney-at-Laat 7:30 p. m. p. A. Brinegar,
Estimate six ordinary wordt to line.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre- No ad to occupy lce space than two
tary.
OR. F. si. HUXMANN
All advertisement
lines
charged
Dentlet
will be booked at space actually set I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
LODGE NO.
Dental work of any description at
without regard to number of words.
4. Meeti every Monday evening at
moderate prices
Cash In advlnce preferred.
their hall on Sixth atBeet. All TisItiDg Room
Office Phone
1, Center Block.
brethren cordially Invite to attend.
Main 3S1. Residence Phone Main 411.
J. Frledenstlne, N. O.; A. T. Rogers,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl
LOCAL TIME CARD
Wert, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
WANTED Position or piece work by Cemetery Trustee,
thoroughly experienced stenogra
East Bound
pher; best of references. K, Y., B- - P. O. ELKS Meets aecond and
Arrive
Deaan
fourth Tuesday evening of each No. I... 7:20 p. m.... 7:41 p. a
Optic.
month Elks" home on NinCi street No.
... 11:64 p. m.... ll:M Pt R
WANTED Position by nurse and and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers No.
1:SI a. n
1:25 a; m
I...
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring- No. II... 1:15 p. m
maid. Apply Central Hotel.
!:
, &
.it
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
West Boune
Secretary,
Arrive
Depart
JONES-BOWEK-

Vatstcsf

For Rent

No.

Furnished
light housekeeping.

CITROLAX

rooms
921

for
Lincoln

CITROLAX

FOR RENT Modern rooms at Clos-Best thing for constipation, sour
son House.
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bow
els. Stops a sick headache almost at FOR RENT Two rooms
for light
once. Gives a most thorough and sat
1103 Lincoln avenue,
housekeeping.
Isfactory flushing no pain, no nausea. Keeps your system cleansed,
DESIRABLE light housekeeping rooms
sweet and wholesome.
Ask for
vith sleeping porch. 1030 Fifth St.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
FURNISHED rooms with or without
710 Grand avenue.
board.
Cit-rola-

For

Casla

FOR SALE

Turkeys and ducks for
table use, dressed or alive. Phone
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Purple 5351.
Meet la the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second
PILLS and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
CHICHESTER IIBANU.
A
8 p. m. J. S. Nelson,
Iadlal Ask yoar lrucylst for V
Consul; G.
in Ited and tiold metallicW
Z.
W.
Laemmle,
Clerk;
Montague, Loboxes, sealed with Biua Ribbon. V
Take no other. Bny of your V
cal Deputy. Visiting members are
irn!f. Alc fnr fll LCirii-- Trn
lrn
lIAMONI JtUANJf PflJ.S, for X5
welcome and cordially Invited.
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable)
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SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

L1LU

(WGU7J

RETAIL PRICES
pounds or More, each dllvery. .......
pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery.....
200 pounds to 1,080 pounds, each delivery
50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery
2,000
1,000

..20c per 100 lbs.

....25c per
30c

per
40c per
50c per

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100

1b.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, gtorers and Distributor pf Natural Ice, the Purity and
'
Lasting Qualities pf Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous,
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

a
FIND WHAT
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WANT

AND
SELL WHAT YOU DONT WANT

"Wo Fpiondo foavo
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Santa Fe, Nov. 2 The sophomore
football team of the High school Saturday defeated the newsboys team on
the High school gridiron by a score
of 24 to 0. , The second team of thef
High school was defeated on the college gridiron by the second team of
St. Michael's by a score of 18 to 0.
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ARE BEATEN

NEWSBOYS

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR
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PHONE MAIN 2
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SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
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KNIGHTi AND LADIES OF SECUR- No.
.... :35 a. m
:4t a. ft
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets m No. 7.... 4:20 p. m
Sb
4:SI
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the NO.
1:35
m,.,.,
p.
I..,.
f &.
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
POSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
Ladles always welcome O. L. FreeFoley's Honey and Tar Compound
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
cuts
the thick choking mucus, and
Mrs.
A.
V.
Financier;
Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. clears away the phlegm. Opens up
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011 the air passages and stops the hoarse
Sixth street East Las Vegas, H. M.
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath gives way to quiet breathFRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO ing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
102 Meets every Monday night ii Mass, Mich.., writes :"We give Foley's
for
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a Honey and Tar to our children
O.
acts
8 o'clock.
"quickly."
and
it
cor
are
croup
members
always
Visiting
dially welcome. J, T. Buhler, Presi G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
dent; Mrs. J. T Buhler, Secretary;
C. H, Bally, Treasurer.

r

avenue.
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Will Be
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FOR RENT
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Don e Quickly and
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Santa Fe, Nov. 2. Word was re
ceived today from Taos that Fidel
Gallegos, a well known citizen of La
Madera, was crushed to death under
a wagon load of wood het was driving.
The horses ran away and he was
thrown under the wheels. He was 41
years of age and leaves a wife, four
children, his parents, and six brothers.
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o
o
o
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RESTAURANT

New York Salesrooms
32 Warren Street

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom
. MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth

among those who

most

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to
people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of
your
property unless it were advertised here.

for Gatai

I

Merlden
Con oecdeut

OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want
(and
v"j ivi uvutt, uuiomoDMes, usea machinery and
furniture, articles, of usefulness of any sort, musical
WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try them.

SATIS-

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY, NOVEMBER
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e have a new and com
plete line of samples,
any one of which would

WHO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED
WITH A BOX OF

delight the most fastidious
tastes. They come in
styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards

'

111

EMBOSSED STATIONERY

I

g
Mq

can furnish it in white

or colors embossed to

V

your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use'of the dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to you
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
die depends uponlthe style.
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Tt football team of the New Mexico Normal University has received a
challenge for a game with the Santa
Fe High school. No arrangement has
been reached, but It ia understood
that If the game takes place it will
occur in the Capital City. The officials of the local school expect to be

able to give a definite answer to the
challenge In the. near future.

MUTUAL THEATER

The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Methodist church will hold a meet2:30
ing tomorrow - afternoon at
o'clock with Mm J. C. Johnsen. All
members are requested to be present

Bride

Majestic

"Phil's Vacation"

.

pi av

nm

Price $25.00
PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.

UNDERTAKERS
MODERATE

IN NEW MEXICO.

FINEST EQUIPMENT

SWEET POTATOES
5c per pound

PRICES

for

.,

,

Finch'i Golden WeddinftflEyei aged
In wood, Direct from the distillery tfl
you. At the Lobby, of coursd. Adv.

I

MH

SUPPLY
COMPANY

UNHL

1

WESTERN DISTRIBUTING

BRANCH.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

WE SELL EVERYTHING

WE UNDERSELL EVERYBODY
Send us your name and address and we will send yon PREE our BIG

FALL & WINTER CATALOGUE

Tho ftladom Woman
knows there is no economy in
Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows the best
is the cheapest That Is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack
Vday.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

tJ

-

for

Pure

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills

Robert J. Taupert, road commit
sioner of San. Miguel' county, has received word that E. P. Mackel has
started work on widening and improv
ing the Romeroville gap road. Mri
Mackel has a force of men and he
will work as the joint emp'oye of the
county and the state, on the Santa Fe
trail.
Walter Cayot got stuck m his. Ford
about 18 miles out of town last night
He was accompanied by. four friends
from Bacharach brothers on a hunting trip. The party got home about
2 o'clock this morning after
walking
several miles in the dark. They Bay
that-theare never going to venture
more than a half mile from sixth
street and Douglas avenue. In the

of the Sisterhood and also the
oj the local. Jewish community comprising practically all the
women in: Congregation Montefiore
will be held at the Hotel Romaine on
Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock. All
y

members

of these two societies
requested to be present to
listen to the suggestions of Rev. J: H.
Landau relative to the work of tbe
Jewish women of this- city.

I

i
BEST.

THE QUALITY.

Tp

IN1

H. YORK

The county clerk has issued a mar

riage license to Isabelita Sandoval
and Vidal Zamora both of Encinosa.

MEATS WE HAVE

POSSIBLE, ACCORDING

Improvements of one side of Bridge
will be finished ' tomorrow,
Tbe steam roller will take a trip over
the gravel and clay that has been put
djvn. "We'll show them how to
make a real road," said one of the
n.en-w- ho
are looking after the

street

THE

STOffE flEPfllBS

I,

We furnish all sizes of window
glass, price ahd 6fervic8 guaranteed.
'
"
PHONE
MAIN 379
ji-,

II4YWAI1D

CO.

STORE

v

.

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

NOTICE

Personal
Service

OF DISSOLUTION

The public Is hereby notified that
the firm of Frldenstein & McNeece
has dissolved. Mr. L. N. McNeace
will collect and pay all bills. Any
further business conducted under the
name of the Variety Shop will be
done by L. N. McNeace, proprietor.
J. D. FRIDENSTEIN,

IS

DEPENDABLE
WE
SERVICE.
NOT PLACE THE
BLE DUTIES THAT FALL TO THE
FUNERAL
AND
DIRECTOR
IN THE HANDS OF EMPLOYED HELP, BUT PERSONALLY
' ATTEND
IN
TO EVERY DETAIL.
THIS WAY ONLY ARE YOU GUARANTEED PERFECT SAFETY AND
SATISFACTION
DO

L. N. McNEACE.

THE OPTIC WILL GET
ELECTION

RETURNS

J. C. Johnsen

CAN BE INFORMED BY BULLETINS OR BY TELEPHONE
CALLS AT THIS OFFICE

The Optic has made arrangements
to receive election returns tomorrow
evening, Jn order that the people may
be informed as to the results in the
various senatorial, congressional and
s.'ate fights. Bulletins will begin coming shortly after 4 o'clock and, will continue until midnight, if necessarv.
Those who wish to keep posted on the
election returns are Invited to call up
Tug Optlo office, Phone Main 9. at anv
time during the evening.

Son

(El

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

YOU

COOT

We are making two freight shipments a week of stove
castings. We
are prepared to furnish repairs for any stove,
furnace, hot water or
steam boiler made. Prompt service!
,

TO

PROVE IT, TOY IT,

I

ESTABLISHED 1876

l,

CM!'

'

GlMF

vative Bank.

Mr, Damacio Maes, Mrs. W. T.
C. H. Mooney, Esq., Mrs. Pite
Moudragon, Miss Minnie Omings, Harry Slverly.
When calling for the above letters
Pioase ask for "Advertised Letters."
E. V. LONtt, Postmaster.

Encarnacion Gutierrez was arrested
Saturday night on a charge of intoxication. Jess Hunzaker took him in
charge. Gutierrez pleaded guilty be- REPUBLICANS
fore Police Judge D. R. Murray this
morning and was sentenced to either
five days and costs or ten days. He
BY 1,200
chose the latter and will spend them
working on the city stseets, Gutierrez
TO
is quite a well known figure around EAST LAS VEGAS EXPECTED
SWING BACK INTO THE G.
the city hall, this being the thirteenth
O. P. COLUMN
sentence he has Sfrved since FebruI913i,
ary,
San Miguel county will elect every
candidate in tomorrow's
republican
Yesterday was celebrated by "the
election. Party leaders predict that
and
Episcopalians
Roman Catholics
as All Saints day an occasion upon the republican candidates will receive
which the church militant on earth, L20O more votes than their nearest
rivals. This is something ike the marejoices with the church triumphant,
the saints In heaven. On this occa- jority that used to be rolled up1' In
sion those on earth and all the faith- San Miguel county several years ago
ful departed are drawn near together and which gave it the title of the
In the communion of saints. At the sirorghold of republicanism in New
"
""
Catholic churches this morning All Mexico.
The party is 'united as It never has
Souls day was observed. On this oc
casion the militant church prays that teen before, and there is no disaffecthe souls of all faithful departed who tion among the men who usually vote
have not been admitted Into the pres- the republican ticket. There is every
ence of God may finish their expia- reason to believe that East Las Vetion and be granted a place in heaven. gas, which has been voting democratThese two days are Important occa- ic by a slight majority during the past
two elections, will
sions on the Christian calendar.
swing back strongly
into the republican column. The progressives, who were responsible for
HARVEY'S 13 OPEN
Carriage out Saturday morning. the democratic gains in this precinct,
Leave orders at Murphey'e. Adv.

WINDOW GLASS

TllE

g

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

625 Douglas Ave.

Phone Main 258

.

1

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski- n

Alt weix

CONE AT

m

SKOP

GUARANTEED FOH ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

,

An important meeting of the ladies

HLo Home Of Tbe Best Of Everytfng Eafable
IT COME3 TO QUALITY
WSJ SELL AS CLOSE AS

J.

ford has been in Las Vegas for a short
Charles Doll, the steeplejack, is time on business. He is
being attendpainting the smokestack of the Las ed by a physician.
Vegas Roller mills. Doll Is the
'
climbing kid" and flies have nothing
The sum 'of $200 was donated last
on him when it comes to sticking to
week by members of the Jewish comait aerial roost.
munity as their contribution to the
sufferers in the war zone. The collec
C. F. Winstead
and A. L. Gump tion was made
by Dr. J. H. Landau
came in yesterday from south of Glpr-iet- and David
Winternitz. With their
where they were deer hunting. usual
generosity and charity the JewThey say the sport was not very good ish peole here at ii later date will
on account of the dry ness of the counmake a second contribution of a simtry. Four members of their party are ilar or
larger amount.
still out in the country.

-

WHEN

.

Charles ,WVG. Ward and Fred
were, put hunting yesterday on
The New Mexico Normal University
the mesa. They brought in 32 quail. received three new
Remington typewriters this morning. The machines
The Las Vegas hospital board will arc for use in the business classs. e
1'Old a meeting tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock at the hospital. All
ETufracio Bustos and Maria Vicenta
are for use in the business class is
Atchibeque, boht? of Las Dispensas,
Archibeque, both of Las Dispensas,
"While Mortals Sleep" will certainurday afternoon.
ly picture fairyland. Fairies, Brownies, birds, rainbow, breezes and many
C. M. Bradford, who represents the
oiher things. What more could you Corticelli Silk
company of St. Louis,
auk? Adv.
has been taken sick here. Mr. Brad-

John E. Hope, who has been
with The Optic in various capacities for the past five months,
went to work this morning in the
Santa Fe division offices. Mr. Hope
will be connected with the mainte
nance department. Frank Landau has
entered the employ of The Optic as a
reporter.

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

Charles Danziger took a, hunting
trip to La Liendre yesterday in hi3 machine. His car broke down when he
was about 33 miles out "of town. "The
roads are a disgrace to the road
loard and the business men of the
city," said Mr. Danziger this morning.
The machine suffered a broken axle.
It was towed into town today. ,

Jake and Dan Stern had a successful
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
Taking in consideration the ages ot
quail hunting' yesterday.
day
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the little "Wee Wees," it has been
the week ending October 31, 1914:
decided that the curtain will rise
The maximum temperature reached
Bernardo Baca, Mrs. Amanda Brit- 8
Come
o'clock.
at
early pnd
promptly
yesterday was 65 degrees. The mini- ton, Mr. A. L. Cochran, E. M. Davis
don't miss the first grade. Adv,
mum was 32 degrees.
Soap Co., Mrs. Domitilia U. iTaramillo,

con-nectt- d

BBS

i

DANZIGER HAS GROUCH

27C,

republicanism still is strong in San
Miguel county. They will he content
if they can reduce the republican majority in this part of the state. The
democrats are figuring upon getting
a larger vote than usual in the Pecos
valley and other democratic strongholds, and are intent upon reducing
normal republican pluralities. Wrangles among their party leaders in the
Pecos valley, however, have hurt their
chances, and there is every indication that Hernandez will defeat Congressman Pergusson.

A

Appel and Ernest Enrich. About 15
boya (participated in the contest and
a lively time ensued. The association
is contemplating another contest soon.

a,

Phone Verjas 114

have lost much of their strength, and
the republican voters who were induced to cast ballots for men on the democratic ticket have seen the error of
their way. The republican leaders
claim East Las Vegas by from 250 to
300.
The West side will return its
ujual republican majority, while the
outlying precincts of the county are
almost solidly republican.
.,
The democratic leaders publicly are
claiming the county for their ticket
by 500 votes. Privately, however,
most of them are willing to admit that

The treasure hunt held by the Y M.
C. A. Saturday was won by Ronald

NEW MEXICO

North

No-lett- e

Have every room spick and span your home as bright, clean and
healthful as the fresh, cool air of the woods. Spend most of your
time out of doors. YOU can if jou clean the Franx Premier way.
The electric cleaner that cleans everything. Ask us to demonstrate
on your rugs free.

UP-TO-DA-

CRANBERRIES

Call Greenhouses, - Main
Flowers.
276.
Perry Onion. Adv.

GET OUT INTO THE OPEN

511 Sixth St.

APPLES

Grocer and Baker

THE CASH GROCER

has received a
from Andover, England, informing
him that hla brother, Bruce Lamb, Is
serving in the, Wiltshire yeomanry
In the European war. Bruce Lamb ia
a member of the firm of Launb-Son,
solicitors ,of Andover.
Thomasi Lamb

ASSORTED GLACE FRUITS

Call up Main 2 "S for f lowers. Perry
Onion Greenhouses. Adv..

CENTS

your days

PJNEAPPLES

Royal

Old Tayior Whlsfcey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

I

MAKE ALL

CANDIED

LOCAI NEWS

I

Phone Greenhouse, Main.
flowers. Perry Onion. Adv.

25

CANDIED CHERRIES

5RAND JUNCTION

Stearns' STORE

m

7.15

"The Warning"

Cutler Brothers, Insurance.
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

Four Large Bunches of
Fancy Crisp Celery

BROTHERS' MAPLE
SUGAR CREAM

MONDAY

Third reel to be selected.

Jars

lb Frances Pint

St:

First Show Starts at

60APE F0UI1
Cornishon
Grapes
Grapes
Tokay

1

WELCH

2. 1914.
Thirty-fiv- e
pafttents of the Valmora
sanitarium, conducted by Dn, v. T.
Brown,-- the swperintendent of the in
stitution, motored to Las Vegas today
and spent the day. They drove' up to
the Hot SpringB for dinner and autoed
back to Valmora, which is located
near Watrous, late this aftern.ooii.

TONIGHT

Isle of Pines

UOHEY
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Everything in Hardware and Furniture"

Next to 'Bridge.

u
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KJ'kJ

Clean

or Dye
your old

Garments.

WE CAN PLEASt YOU

I Las VeJ.is &?ani Laundry
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TOO BAD!

ii

your FOK!D out

of our last shipment.
We haye ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be

shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine
EARLY

f3

this time.

COAS. ILFELD CO.
A mats for Tim Ford
"

"
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